
INTRODUCING…

The  
Nakul  Shenoy 
EXPERIENCE



MEDIA Speak

“Nakul Shenoy is a mind reader!” 
DNA 

“Bangalore's Mandrake!” 

Mint & The Wall Street Journal 

“Think of a shape, and Nakul Shenoy will draw 
it on paper for you.”

India Today 

“The mind-reading session by Nakul Shenoy 
took the audience’s breath away.”

Times of India

“A fast-paced, highly interactive top-notch 
corporate entertainment show that explores the 

unusual and illustrates the paranormal.”

Deccan Herald


"A magician with impossibly fast hypnotic skills, he 
captures young hearts as they wonder how on 

earth he does what he does. He creates magic.”

New Indian Express


“He can read your mind, manipulate it and even 
guess what you are scribbling on a notepad as you 

chat with him on the phone—and much more.”

Outlook Business

www.nakulshenoy.com/news

http://www.nakulshenoy.com/news/


INTRODUCING The Nakul Shenoy Experience

The Nakul Shenoy Experience is a contemporary, 
suave magical presentation reserved for corporate 
and niche audiences.  

This unbelievable play of wonders amalgamates 
magic and mentalism to weave a stage show that is 
unique and unforgettable.  

Nakul Shenoy’s interactive and enchanting acts of 
mind reading are internationally-proven to amaze, 
entertain and leave you wanting more. 



WHY Nakul Shenoy

REPRESENTS  
Much More Than “Just An Entertainer” 

 
Nakul is a well-informed, multi-faceted personality 
with a rich industry experience, perfectly equipped 

to inspire & boost the morale of the employees

SHARES  
Useful & Actionable Knowledge 

 
An accredited expert in communication, NLP and 

user experience, Nakul is able to provide actionable 
insights to people behaviour & influence

TRANSFORMS  
Thinking & Fosters Innovation 

 
A discerning user researcher, Nakul holds two 

design patents and has been a consultant for top 
MNCs. Who better to inspire design thinking?

INFLUENCES  
The World Around Him; Esp. Social 

 
Being a Mentalist, Magician and Author, Nakul is a 
celebrity in his own right. With 300K+ impressions 
a month on Twitter, he is a social media influencer

DELIVERS  
A Most Unique & Unforgettable Experience 

 
The Nakul Shenoy Experience instils a good feeling 

of reward and value, igniting the mind towards 
creativity and inspiring greater productivity

UNDERSTANDS  
The Corporate & Business Needs 

A master communicator, Nakul is quick to 
understand the key insights and deliver the 

intended messages most effectively

PRESENTS  
Cerebral Entertainment For The Sophisticated 

 
Nakul’s magical performances are interactive, 

highly engaging and entertaining. They deliver a 
positive experience and make a lasting impact

When you engage 
Nakul Shenoy 

you stand to gain 
from the 

D I S R U P T 
Advantage



CLIENT Roster



ABOUT Nakul Shenoy

The Mind Reader Nakul Shenoy is a leading 
corporate speaker and mystery entertainer based in 
Bangalore, India. 

This acclaimed mentalist is the author of Smart 
Course in Magic and a multi-faceted personality: a 
communication scientist, a design consultant with 
patents, a user researcher, and a critical thinker. 

A speaker of choice for Fortune-500 companies, this 
expert magician & hypnotist is a compulsive reader 
of books and a self-proclaimed teaholic who haunts 
twitter as @NakulShenoy. 

For more details, see www.nakulshenoy.com

http://www.nakulshenoy.com


ALL ELSE is a compromise 
 
The Nakul Shenoy Experience
Truly World-Class. Proudly Indian.

www.nakulshenoy.com

http://www.nakulshenoy.com


BUCKETS Of Service Offerings

MINDREADER STAGE SHOWS


Nakul Shenoy presents an international stage-based Mind Reading show, hand-crafted to entertain 
discerning audiences at top corporate and other global events. Delivering world-class cerebral 
entertainment, this interactive show crafts a unique, unforgettable experience and ensures everybody 
has a great time. In addition to international conferences and product launches, this can also be 
engaged for large theatre shows such as fund-raising and ticketed events.

KEYNOTE SPEECHES & TALKS


Nakul Shenoy is a rare blend of a Mentalist + Magician + Communication Scientist and leverages his 
unique background to deliver engaging, impactful keynotes on varied topics of corporate interest. 
Drawing on a strong academic grounding in communication theory, a decade-plus industry experience 
in design research and over two decades of global entertainment experience, Nakul crafts the talk that 
is just perfect for your specific need; and delivers it in the most memorable manner.

EXPERIENTIAL WORKSHOPS


Nakul Shenoy epitomises a Mentalist in real-life: an expert in communication, design and people 
behaviour, he is an accomplished magician, hypnotist, NLP Master Practitioner and memory enthusiast. 
Add in his experiences as a lecturer in communication theory and a trainer in design thinking to the 
mix, and it is quite evident that he is the best choice to deliver hands-on workshops to help understand 
secrets of effective communication, influence and people behaviour.



The Nakul Shenoy Experience 
Why settle for anything less?

Tried. Tested. Loved. Respected.


